As Head of Agency Business Development at Google, **Khee Lee** is responsible for overseeing relationships between some of the largest holding companies and advertising agencies in the world. Previously, Khee was Head of National Healthcare Sales at Google.

Despite his many commitments, promoting Asian American culture within the professional community and across the Google network remains a high priority. Educating Google on Asian culture and facilitating community outreach, Khee is the founder of the Asian American Googler Network in New York.

After earning a pharmacy degree in 1995, a future in medicine seemed his likely fate. Before this would begin, armed with only a rucksack and an acoustic guitar, Khee took an exploratory path, heading for the mountains of Mexico. Intent on working to improve the lives of those less fortunate, Khee devoted his time to the poor and needy—a pursuit that would later lead him through the blighted slums and villages of Guatemala, Costa Rica and the Philippines. When he returned to the U.S., Khee began his professional career with Merck & Co. in Philadelphia.

As his awareness of the business world grew, so too did his interest in digital start-ups. Fueled with excitement and enthusiasm, Khee moved to New York where he joined an eBusiness start-up during the first Internet boom. There he learned of entrepreneurial failure. After a short stint at advertising agency Euro RSCG, Khee returned to the start-up world, joining ActiveHealth Management, a company that improved clinical care with groundbreaking technology. Soon after the company was acquired by Aetna, Khee went on to join another start-up. Since then he’s been witnessing the digital revolution from the front lines at Google.

In addition to his numerous professional accomplishments, Khee is also the co-founder of Korean Beacon, the leading website for Korean American culture. Through this, as well as countless presentations and speeches made at schools, colleges and conferences he continues to advocate, contribute to and strengthen Asian American identity.

Khee currently lives in New York City where he pursues a wide range of interests including advising start-ups and developing a true-life feature film on the South Korean singing trio the Kim Sisters. When he isn’t working, he’s likely to be found on the golf course.